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EQUITY MARKET OUTLOOK

August 2009

“Less bad” is good enough for investors

Stock markets in the region and in the US recorded strong gains in July 2009 owing to much improved investors’

sentiment. The KLCI (which started using the FBM 30 stock index) gained 9.3% to 1,174.9 points, outperforming the

US’s increase of 8.6%. However, it underperformed when compared to the bigger regional markets like Hong Kong

(+11.9%) and Singapore (+14.0%) which are now at levels not seen since September 08.  The rally was brought about

by improving economic data in the US, China and Asian countries and better than expected 2Q09 earnings reported by

US companies.

In Malaysia, the KLCI was driven up by the impending launch of the largest ever unit trust fund by PNB. Investors

believe that the RM10bn Amanah Saham 1Malaysia will mop up a lot of stocks when it starts investing next month.

Moreover, the government is also speeding up the award and disbursement of funds under the two stimulus packages to

ensure that the domestic economy will continue to grow despite weak exports. The buying momentum was so strong

during the month that even the terrorist attack on two luxurious hotels in Jakarta and China’s tightening measures on

lending did not have any adverse impact on the stock markets. Bank Negara’s decision to keep rates on hold for the 5
th

consecutive month was market-positive as it means the cost of borrowing will remain low. Average daily volumes

declined to 956m from 1.6bn in June 09 but higher than 752m in the preceding 12 months. The FBM Emas and FBM

Second Board did similarly well with gains of 9.9% and 11.3% respectively on a generally positive sentiment.

PM launches RM10bn Amanah Saham 1Malaysia

The RM10bn Amanah Saham 1Malaysia (AS1M) managed by Permodalan Nasional Bhd (PNB) will be on sale from

Aug 5 at the price of RM1 per unit. For the first 30 days of sale, allocation of the units is on the basis of 50% for

bumiputras, 30% for the Chinese, 15% for the Indians and 5% for other races. Thereafter, unsold units will be opened

to all Malaysians above 18 years and without restriction on the number of units that can be purchased per investor. This

new fund follows on the heels of an earlier fund of 1.6bn units which were quickly snapped up by investors looking for

investment options. Investors are eagerly looking forward to PNB investing these funds in the stock market to lift share

prices. However, some banks are concerned that investors may withdraw a massive amount of their fixed deposits to

invest in the AS1M, thereby causing banks to raise rates to attract deposits.

Goodies announced on PM’s 100
th

 day

� Amanah Saham 1Malaysia (details above)

� A 20% toll discount for frequent users who pay toll 80 times a month or more via the Smart Tag or Touch 'n

Go, effective September 1;

� Some 44,000 low-cost houses under the Program Perumahan Rakyat in the Federal Territory offered for sale

to existing tenants;

• Under the Amanah Saham Wawasan scheme, 10,000 poverty-stricken urban households under the E-Kasih list

would receive 10,000 units per household by 2010.

• A 50% discount on licences for petty traders in the Federal Territory;

• A RM150m allocation for the Tekun scheme, which is a fund for entrepreneurs, and another RM15m

specifically for young Indian entrepreneurs;

• Approval of more than 7,000 individual taxi permits, with another 3,000 to be approved in the coming three

months;

• Implementation of crime prevention measures.(details to be announced at the end of the month);

• Expediting birth registrations, with 92% of the 36,000 applications in Sabah and 80% of the 19,000 in

Sarawak approved since 2005;
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• Clearing the backlog of citizenship applications, with 46% of the 34,000 cases already resolved;

• Improving connectivity and accessibility to basic utilities in the rural areas;

• Reducing the cost of obtaining a B2 motorcycle licence (under 250cc), and cost of riding lessons to RM211,

effective September 1. It currently costs around RM500 to RM700 to attend lessons and the test.

Malaysian Economy

The Leading Index, which provides an early signal of the direction that the economy is heading, moderated to 0.3% m-

o-m in May, from +1.9% in April. This was the fifth straight month of increase, mainly on account of increases in real

money supply, M1 (+0.5%), Bursa Malaysia industrial index (+0.2%), inverted growth rate of CPI for services (+0.2%)

and growth rate of industrial material price index (+0.1%). As a result, the leading index’s six-months’ growth rate

inched up to +4.7% in May from +4.3% in April and from a low of +0.6% in March. This was the third successive

month of pick-up, suggesting that the Malaysian economy is likely to have passed its worst phase and will likely to

improve towards the end of the year after contracting by a whopping 6.2% y-o-y in the 1Q.

Market Outlook & Investment Strategy

Despite our concern of high PER valuations, the equity market continued to defy gravity with robust gains.  Strong

corporate earnings in the US and a sharper recovery in economic activities were the key driving forces.  It appeared that

worldwide government stimulus packages introduced in the past 1 year are starting to work.  Throughout the world, we

are starting to see improvement in key economic indicators such as the US and Europe industrial production, OECD’s

leading indices and home prices.

Given that we are currently witnessing a historical turnaround of the market, a further rally wouldn’t be a surprise.

However, it is also possible that the market may be moving into a bubble situation.  This is especially so for the

Chinese market which has doubled from its low.

Having considered all the positive and negative factors, we believe that there is still room for the upside in the short-

term. We would adopt a careful stock selection strategy in order to participate in this rally.

Fixed Income

The BNM had retained the OPR at 2% during its meeting on 29 July 2009. The decision came in the wake of more

emerging signs that global economies are stabilizing. With improvements in the international financial markets, in labor

market conditions and in business sentiment, the economic performance for 2H 2009 is expected to be better.

We think the underlying trend for MGS remains unfavorable and will be range-bound in the medium term. Unless there

are signs of further economic deterioration, the prospect of lower interest rates is remote. Against the backdrop of

persistent supply pressure and the likelihood of an economic recovery within the next 1-3 years, we will recommend

switching from the MGS market to the PDS market with highly-liquid quality issuances.  Credit spreads remain

attractive in MGS. The indicative 5-year MGS spreads for AAA, AA and A ratings were 72 (June: 62, 145 (June: 153)

and 368 (June: 372) basis points respectively.

-  End of Article  -


